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France was Europe’s Power House in 2019

Fig. 1 - France, Germany and Sweden form an axis of surplus

Net electricity flows
The pattern of physical electricity flows has not changed much from previous years. Germany is exporting in all directions except towards France. France sends electricity to Italy,
partly via Germany and Switzerland. Four countries have imported 12.5 TWh from Russia.
Users of previous year’s diagrams have rightly said that net flows do not show the full story.
A zero-flow is not the same as poor utilisation of a line. However, fig. 1 is a compromise between clarity and complexity. Instead of a more complex figure, tables of exchanges have
been added for selected countries as annex 3.
The main exporting countries are France, Germany,
Sweden and the Czech Republic. The main importing
countries are Italy, Great Britain, Finland and Poland.

Spot prices and bottlenecks
There is a considerable difference in hourly day-ahead
prices (or spot prices) across Europe. Price differences
at borders indicate barriers to trade (bottlenecks or congestions). Therefore, it is interesting to analyse hourly
spot prices together with cross-border exchanges.
Fig. 1 shows an overview of the spot price levels in
2019. Annex 2 is a table with average, maximum and
minimum hourly spot prices. The standard deviation is a
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Fig. 2 - Spot price levels in 2019
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measure of the amount of variation for each set of spot prices. Norway has rather stable
spot prices, while for instance Ireland has experienced much larger variations.
Some countries (Sweden, Norway and Denmark) have more than one price zone. It is indicated by a number (SE1, SE2 etc.). These zones must be analysed individually. This note will
be followed by a separate congestion analysis for the Scandinavian price zones.

Detection of bottlenecks
The increasing penetration of wind and solar power creates more electricity transport, which
in turn requires more transmission capacity. Unfortunately, it is much easier to build wind turbines than to install new transmission lines in Europe. Therefore, the crucial question is, if or when
congestion causes so much trouble that further installation of wind and solar power must wait for
the necessary grid reinforcements.
The type of trouble can be curtailment of renewable generation and increasing cost of protective
measures (fig. 3).

Fig. 3 - Cost of security measures in Germany

The spot prices are necessary to get an impression of locations and impact of bottlenecks.
The method was presented in my recent note about the German interconnections in 2019 1.
Annex 3 characterizes the trade
barriers at the borders in three
ways (see example table 1):
- Number congested hours
- Congestion fees
- Utilization

Table 1 - Example of a congestion analysis

We consider the day-ahead trade at a border to be restricted if the difference between the
two prices exceeds the defined threshold, which has been set at one €/MWh. The tolerance
reflects an assumed inaccuracy of the preliminary Entso-e data, which
have been used.
The estimated revenue (or congestion fee) has been calculated as the
price difference multiplied by the exchange. This value can be ambiguous, because any of the two factors can be low or zero, but a large
value always indicates a demand for more capacity for trading.
Table 2 is an overview for the top-12 most utilized interconnections.
Annex 1 shows the complete list. The utilization has been estimated
as the transferred energy in both directions divided by the possible
transfer at the highest recorded transfer in one hour in any of the two
directions.

1

Table 2 - High utilization
the HVDC-links

http://pfbach.dk/firma_pfb/references/pfb_spot_prices_and_congestions_in_europe_in%202019.pdf
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It is not possible to define criteria for the worst acceptable congestion because the reinforcement costs can be very different. The HVDC-links 2 are the most expensive transmission elements. They must have a high utilization in order to keep the transport cost per MWh at a
reasonably low level.

Bottlenecks in European power grids
The transmission grid is the backbone of a power system. It provides long-distance transport
of electricity, and it must have a
certain overcapacity as reserve
for unexpected, but likely
events. Decisions on reinforcements of local grid are usually
based on security criteria, while
joint business arrangements are
typical reasons for decisions on
reinforced or new interconnections.
Congestions do occur in a welldesigned transmission grid.
Therefore, bottlenecks should
not necessarily be regarded as
problems, but when the capacity
is sold out too frequently, the
trade could be seen as unreasonably reduced.
Fig. 4 – Share of hours with limited commercial capacities in 2019

Fig. 4 shows the part of the year
with trade limitations for selected interconnection. HVDC lines are expensive elements, which
in many cases are operated with a high utilization.
In certain parts of Europe there seems to be only modest reserves for serving the additional
transport of fluctuating power from new wind and solar power. Phase shifting transformers
have been installed in some countries in order to control the power flow in the AC-grid. They
can move bottlenecks around, but they do not add much to the total transfer capability.
Spot price differences do not show bottlenecks within a price zone. Germany and Luxemburg
make one single price zone with internal congestions. Germany has large transmission projects under construction. The German problem is that too much wind power has been installed in Northern Germany before the commissioning of new transmission lines.

Bottleneck fees
Bottlenecks between price zones create “customs borders” for electricity traders. The result
of a price difference is a revenue to the owners of the interconnector; see “Lucrative bottlenecks” from 2016 3. The fee for trading across a border in a specific hour depends on demand for trade and on available commercial capacity.

2
3

HVDC: High Voltage Direct Current
http://pfbach.dk/firma_pfb/pfb_lucrative_bottlenecks_2015_03_29.pdf
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Table 3 is a list of the highest average bottleneck fees in 2019.
The transmission system operators must set the commercial transfer capabilities with consideration for system security. They could
also consider other matters, such as local congestions or maximization of revenue. Such other considerations are not acceptable, but
they are difficult to detect.
The revenues are important elements of the economy for the transmission system operators. Reinforcements may reduce the price
differences and the grid owners’ profits. Therefore, it is important
to analyse reinforcement projects with consideration for socio-economics rather than for profit maximization.

Different commercial and physical flows

Table 3 – Highest average
bottleneck fees

Table 1 also shows the number of hours, when the physical flow
across a border defies the price signal, and the expensive zone exports electricity to the
cheap zone. The commercial arrangement are not publicly known. In some cases, the explanation is that conditions have changed between day-ahead planning and actual operation,
and regulating power markets must adjust the dispatch of power. Another explanation is that
electricity follows physical laws in the meshed European grids and ignores commercial agreements.

Fig. 5 - Flows against price signals more than 20% of
2019

Fig. 6 - The eastern corridor, average
spot prices and flow directions

The increasing European electricity exchanges have created unwelcome transits through
some European countries, particularly along the eastern corridor through Poland and the
Czech Republic (fig. 5).
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Annex 1
Selected European interconnectors
Overview 2019, sorted by utilization
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Annex 2

European spot prices 2019
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Annex 3, p. 1

Exchanges and congestions for selected European countries 2019
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Annex 3, p.2
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Annex 3, p.3
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Annex 3, p.4
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Annex 3, p.5
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Annex 3, p. 6
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